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Abstract 
 

This study investigates the potential effects of negative attitudes towards minority 

groups on the earnings gap between natives and ethnic minorities on the Swedish labour 

market. Previous studies have shown signs of  earning differences between the two 

groups on the Swedish labour market and authors use several arguments to explain this. 

Some authors state that firms use statistical discrimination and taste discrimination to 

set wages and thus affecting the difference in earnings for natives and immigrants. 

Other authors use lack of social networks or human capital as explanations for the 

existing wage gap. 

The results of this study show that there are indeed earning differences 

between between natives and immigrants and that discrimination is possibly an 

explanation factor. This study also shows that there is a higher negative attitude towards 

minorities than there is for positive attitudes. We find however no direct connection 

between the earning gap and negative attitudes since the variable is insignificant. The 

reason for this is most lkely due to the earning gap being a very broad concept and thus 

affected by many different factors. This suggestion follows the outcome of previously 

written studies.  
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1.Introduction 

Recent large inflows of refugees from Africa and the Middle East to Europe of people 

looking for a better life is likely to increase labour supply of low skilled workers in the 

receiving countries and thus affecting the wages negatively if assumed that natives and 

immigrants are perfect substitutes (Dustmann et al., 2013).  The decrease in wages may 

change the attitude of natives towards ethnic minorities, since native workers can grow 

a negative feeling towards minority groups for being responsible for the decrease in 

wages. The change in attitude could then continue to affect the wages of ethnic 

minorities through firms and employers using statistical- and taste discrimination to a 

larger extent and thus helping the earning gap to become larger.  

 

The amount of applications for asylum has lately been at an all-time high due to the 

facts that the situation in the home countries has deteriorated (Eurostat, 2017). From 

2000 to 2015 there has been a relatively stable increase of asylum seekers in Europe as 

seen in graph 4, but the number of refugees peaked in 2015 partly due to the conflicts in 

Syria (Eurostat, 2017). The large inflow of these people is illustrated in Graph 1. 

According to Table 1, Sweden is the leading scandinavian country when it comes to 

receiving asylum applicants (Eurostat, 2017). 

 

The Swedish labour market shows signs of wage gaps against workers with an ethnic 

background (Behtoui, 2004). According to Behtoui (2004), this also reflects on  workers 

born in Sweden with one or both parents being born in a foreign country. Human capital 

is unlikely to be an explaining factor according to Behtoui ( 2004), since workers from 

foreign countries carry a specific kind of human capital that not always is taught in the 

Swedish schooling systems. With the removal of human capital, discrimination is likely 

to be influencing the wages on the Swedish labour market (Behtoui, 2004).  

 

The possible wage discrimination affects both the individual and society where a 

minority group in Sweden faces potential wage discrimination. For the individuals, this 

wage discrimination means lower income for the same amount of effort, which leads to 

minority groups eventually deciding to leave the labour force and therefore deciding to 

live on welfare (Baldwin & Johnson, 1996). 
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The wage gap and the different attitudes of natives on ethnic minorities on the Swedish 

labour market makes for an interesting study, since it is possible to analyse if the 

negative attitude of natives towards ethnic minority groups is an explaining factor for 

the earning differences between these two groups. Since natives can have a positive or 

negative attitude towards ethnic minorities, the earning gap may be affected by how 

firms and employers feel about ethnic minorities. Firms with a negative attitude towards 

ethnic minorities may hire less ethnic workers or hire them at lower wages. This is 

however not found in any previous study used for this essay and therefore remains to be 

uncertain. 

 

Besides the earning gap between natives and minority groups, a negative attitude 

towards minorities can also lead to discrimination based on uncontrollable aspects such 

as names and appearance (Rooth, 2002). This is due to natives, with negative attitudes 

towards ethnic minorities, being less willing to accept them and therefore using factors 

as names and appearances as motivation to discriminate (Rooth, 2002). Minority groups 

face larger forms of discrimination in regions where natives have a more negative 

attitude towards them. The outcome of this study was mostly focused on individuals 

with an arabic sounding name and therefore representing the ethnic minorities in this 

study as well (Carlsson & Rooth, 2012) 

 

This can be connected to the attitude of natives on ethnic minorities. Swedish firms and 

employers may have created a negative attitude which led to hiring less workers with a 

non-european name or an ethnic-looking appearance and therefore  hiring them at lower 

wages or deciding not to hire them at all. 

 

The main objective of this study is to see if the earning gap between natives and 

minority groups is affected by the negative attitude of natives towards these minority 

groups. The structure of this study is as following: The first section contains a historical 

view on the immigration and change of attitude towards ethnic minorities over the last 

10 years. Section 3 presents previous studies on the immigration and Swedish labour 

market. Section 4 summarizes the theoretical framework being used for this study. 

Section 5 shows the data obtained from surveys and databases. Section 6 presents the 

methodological approach. Section 7 shows the results of this study. and section 8 
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contains a discussion about the results. Section 9 contains a short summary and 

conclusion. 

  

2. Historical summary of migration in Sweden between 1980 and 2016 

and the change of attitudes towards ethnic minorities over time in 

Europe 

According to the data of Statiska centralbyrån (SCB), Sweden has had an increase in 

immigration from 1995 till 2015 which is shown in Graph 4. The main explaining 

factors for this happening are the conflicts in Syria, Afghanistan and Irak (SCB, 2016) 

Even though Sweden has shown to receive the most asylum applications of any other 

Scandinavian country, the increase of ethnic immigration and asylum seekers have also 

occurred in many European countries (SCB, 2016).  

 

The rise of refugees from islamic countries such as Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq came to 

life after 1980 as a result of the war between Iraq and Iran. This effect got strengthened 

through the military conflicts in the Balkan area between 1991 and 1999, where many 

refugees migrated to Sweden (SCB,2016). 

 

(Graph 4, immigrants and emigrants in Sweden from 1980-2016, Sweden.se,2016) 

 

The graph above presents the relationship of people entering Sweden and people leaving 

Sweden. The red line represents the amount of immigrants and the blue line represents 

the emigrants and therefore confirming that Sweden has been an immigrating country 

(SCB, 2016) 

 

The happening of conflicts and wars continued in the early 2000’s, leading to a 

noticeable increase of immigrants around 2005. This increase has been continues until 

today, where the immigration of Sweden has reached its highest peak due to the war in 

Syria. According to the statistics of SCB, the population of Sweden has grown by more 

than 100.000 in 2014 (SCB, 2016) 
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(Graph 5, inflow of Refugees in  Sweden between 2015 and 2016, Eurostat 2017) 

 

Despite the increase of immigrants in 2015 and 2016, fewer refugees applied for asylum 

compared to 2015. This is explained by the migration laws being implemented by the 

Swedish government, which includes tightened border control and stricter laws 

regarding permit stays of refugees (Eurostat, 2017). This effect is illustrated in graph 5, 

where the yellow line represents the inflow of asylum seekers in 2015 and the blue line 

represents the amount of asylum seekers in 2016. 

 

According to the European Social Survey (ESS) in 2016, the results of all participating 

countries show that gypsies seem to face the most negative attitude from natives. 

Migrants from the same race or ethnic group face the lowest negative attitude and ethnic 

minorities are placed third, meaning they receive a fairly low negative attitude from 

natives (ESS,2016).  

The attitude towards most migrant groups have remained unchanged during the 12 year 

time period beween 2002 and 2014. This is also the case for ethnic minorities and it is 

therefore hard to believe that the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq changed the 

perception of natives towards ethnic minorities. This is quite interesting, since these 

minorities are often portrayed as bad groups in the media. Even though the attitude of 

natives on most minority groups has most likely been unchanged, people seem to have 

developed a large negative attitude towards migrants from poorer countries outside 
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Europe over the last 12 years. These attitude levels are shown in graph 2 in the 

appendices (ESS, 2016) 

 

The attitude towards non-native individuals has shown different changes for different 

sorts of migrants between 2002 and 2014. According to graph 3, European countries 

seemingly changed their perception of ethnic migration and seem to be more willing to 

allow many ethnic minorities, meaning the participating countries have mos likely 

developed a more positive attitude towards ethnic minorities over the course of 12 years 

(ESS, 2016). The change of the distribution also shows that there has been a small 

increase in not allowing any ethnic minorities, however this increase is smaller than the 

increase of positive attitudes named above. This implies that European countries have 

decided to be less willing to allow some or a few ethnic minorities and therefore 

meaning countries have become more clear with their policies by either accepting many 

minorities or none at all (ESS, 2016). 

 

Additionally, McDermott (2015) concludes that there were signs of decreasing 

perceived prejudice against ethnic minorities from 2009 till 2013. However, the 

perceived prejudice increased later on until 2014. This means that people seem to have  

developed a more negative attitude as of late (McDermott, 2015).  A possible 

explanation for this attitude change can be the conflicts in Syria which often are shown 

in the media and therefore creating a negative view on ethnic minorities.  

 

The findings of McDermott (2015) are contradicting the findings of ESS(2016) and 

therefore it is unclear whether or not the happening of wars and conflicts changed the 

attitude of natives towards ethnic minorities, if assumed that ethnic minorities are 

represented in these conflicts. This also means that it is unclear whether or not the 

record of asylum seekers and refugees coming to Europe is affecting the attitude of 

natives towards ethnic minorities. 

 

3.Literature review 

Discrimination on labour markets is divided into many categories such as gender 

discrimination and racial discrimination (Becker, 1971). The perception and position of 

ethnic minorities on the labour market is connected to the attitude of natives towards 

them since natives share the larger proportion of the labour supply (Camarota, 2015).  
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The larger share for natives leads to them having more impact with their decision 

making than minority groups and thus meaning that a negative attitude of natives on 

minority groups has a bigger effect than a negative attitude of minority groups on 

natives. 

 

Becker (1971) developed a model for taste discrimination. This model focuses on the 

preferences of firms and employers. In a competitive market, a mix of white and black 

workers are available for work opportunities. Nowadays, certain firms and employers 

show a  disliking taste towards races or minority groups, leading to lower wages or 

worse situations for that specific group of people. The model by Becker can also be 

applied towards other economic situations, where white workers dislike to work 

alongside workers from other backgrounds (Becker, 1971).  

 

The model is also viable for customer discrimination where customers have a disliking 

taste or preference towards buying goods from a certain minority group, leading to a 

decline in the demand for those goods. This can affect the wages for minorities since 

firms have to lower the prices of goods in order to compensate for the customer 

discrimination from white customers (Kahn, 1991). 

 

The term statistical discrimination is being described as a firm or employer using 

statistics about the average performance of a minority group in order to build a 

perspective about the individual (Phelps, 1072). The problem with using average values 

as a measurement when actual information is not used or available, is that the 

perspective of the individual being build upon those average values can be misleading. 

A model to describe this kind of discrimination goes as follows; whites and ethnic 

minorities performed a test with the upcoming wage being depended on the outcome of 

that specific test. Since whites had a higher average score, they received a higher wage. 

This is misleading due to some ethnic workers scored higher than whites, but had to 

accept a lower wage since the average value were being used (Phelps, 1972). 

 

Charles and Guryan (2008) developed an empirical assessment of the Becker model in 

order to see if the findings were in line with the theory presented by Becker. The 

findings show that the racial wage gaps are much more related to the level of prejudice 

of the marginal person and less related to the average level of prejudice. Charles and 
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Guryan (2008) also find that only the left tail of the prejudice distributed is relevant for 

the explanation of racial wage gaps. Additionally, they find that a fraction of the black 

represented workforce is strongly related to the wage gaps. This follows the predictions 

of the Becker model. Lastly, the findings convince that one-fourth of the wage gap is 

explained by the racial prejudice among whites. This means that three-quarters of the 

remaining wage gap is explained by other factors. Charles and Guryan (2008) suggest 

that human capital and statistical discrimination could explain the remaining three-

quarters of the gap in wages (Charles and Guryan, 2008). 

 

Moro (2003) studied the effect of statistical discrimination on the inequality between 

wages for black and white workers. The study presents a method where multiple 

equilibria are being used and compared to see trends over time in the U.S. Moro used 

his model to simulate a situation where people were living in a “colour blind society”, 

meaning firms and employers cannot distinguish their workers for their background or 

ethnicity. The results for this model show that the average wage of blacks would be 

24,5% higher and the average wage for whites would be 2,2% lower. This goes in line 

with the theory by Borjas, where the wage of blacks seem to suffer from statistical 

discrimination when average values are being used as measurements (Moro,2003). 

 

Carlsson and Rooth (2006) studied the potential discrimination towards minority groups 

in Sweden by using a so called correspondence test. Carlsson and Rooth sent out written 

applications with one being having a native surname and one having an arabic surname. 

The two persons were considered equally productive in order to make the test reliable. 

According to Carlsson and Rooth (2006), the employer’s response could be: no 

invitation for an interview, only one being invited or both being invited. The results 

show that employers tend to invite the native worker or an interview more often than the 

non-native worker. This could be a sign of discrimination on the labour market in 

Sweden. However, Carlsson and Rooth (2006) also state that the applications can be 

affected by random factors. The authors were forced to send the applications at different 

times in order to not be discovered. The employers could have treated the applications 

on day one differently from the applications on day two (Carlsson and Rooth, 2006). 

 

Rooth and Åslund(2005) investigated the possible attitude change towards minority 

groups in Sweden after the 9/11 attacks. The authors studied the change in 
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unemployment exit around the time of 9/11 and used a difference-in-difference method 

as well as time pattern of exits to see if the data follows the possible expectations of 

people discriminating more after 9/11. The results of the study contradict the 

expectations, meaning firms and employers did not discriminate more after 9/11 than 

what they did before. The authors used rational acting as a possible explanation for 

employers not discriminating more (Rooth and Åslund, 2005). 

 

Oettinger(1996) did research on the effects of statistical discrimination and the wage 

gap between white and black workers. The author used a simple dynamic model to 

improve the earlier developed static models. The findings show that there is no initial 

wage gap at labour force entry between white and black workers, but they do show that 

a wage gap develops as experience accumulates. Oettingers states that the lack of job 

mobility or black workers is a major reason for the development of the wage gap 

(Oettinger, 1996). 

 

Neumark(1999) studied the effects of taste discrimination and statistical discrimination 

on the difference in wages between both races and gender. Neumark used OLS 

regressions for starting wages on current performance to indicate taste discrimination. 

He also stated that, if employers base their starting wages on expected productivity with 

minority groups having lower averages, this indicates a form of statistical 

discrimination. To test whether statistical discrimination or taste discrimination was the 

main explanation for the lower wages of minority groups, Neumark(1999) tested the 

two forms of discrimination against each other and also did a test for statistical 

discrimination versus pure measurement errors. The results of these tests indicate that 

statistical discrimination is partly the reason or the differences in wages. Even though 

Neumark(1999) states that the evidence is not very strong, more complicated models 

suggest that the lack of information of specific minority groups can lead to lower wages 

or that group (Neumark,1999). 

 

Behtoui(2004) has done research on the consequences of having an ethnic background 

on the swedish labour market. Since human capital cannot be an explaining factor for 

the differences between natives and non-natives, the initial wage gap and lower success-

rate on the swedish labour market for immigrants could be explained through 

discrimination or social networks according to the author. 
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Behtoui(2004) studied the unequal situation or young people with immigrant 

backgrounds in the Swedish labour market (Behtoui,2004).  

This study mainly focuses on the younger worker, being aged between 18 and 

20 years during 1990 and their labour market status after 8 years, in 1998. The author 

findings show that immigrants face lower wages and higher risk of being unemployed 

compared to young native workers. Besides the fact that immigrants have unequal 

chances, Behtoui(2004) also studied the effect of having non-native parents on the 

success on the labour market. The results show that having one native parent does 

increase the success-rate of workers on the Swedish labour market. Additionally, 

Behtoui states that a native-born father increases labour market achievements to a 

higher level compared to a native-born mother (Behtoui, 2004). 

 

A second study by Behtoui(2008) focuses on the likelihood of non-native workers 

finding jobs through informal methods. The authors focuses on the disadvantages for 

immigrants on the Swedish labour market and the results are in line with the results in 

his study from 2004. Non-native workers have a more difficult time finding jobs 

through informal methods and the jobs being found through these methods pay less for 

immigrants compared to natives (Behtoui, 2008). 

 

Behtoui (2006) also studied the lack of opportunities or immigrants with children on the 

Swedish labour market with focus on social capital. The research question is divided 

into two parts. The first part describes if individual characteristics, such as gender, 

education or country of origin, enhance or hinder access to social capital. Secondly, 

Behtoui(2006) investigated how well social capital is rewarded in the Swedish labour 

market compared with education and experience. The study finds that a lack of social 

capital, which often is the case with immigrants, is an important issue or the unequal 

opportunities between immigrants with children and natives with children (Behtoui, 

2006) 

 

Lawson (2005) studied the impact of wage discriminations on privileged groups. The 

study mainly focuses on gender discrimination and racial discrimination, where a 

powerful effect on one of the group in a work relationship most likely affects the others 

in the work relationship. According to the results, taste discrimination partly explains 

the reasoning of the wage gaps, but does not cover the whole issue. Lawson suggests 
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that statistical discrimination could be another explaining factor for the wage gaps 

(Lawson, 2005). 

 

Baldwin and Johnson (1996) studied the effect on employment explained by the wage 

discrimination against black workers, in particular men. The authors used data from a 

1984 survey about income and program participation and the results are in line with 

what has been studied before. The results of the study claim that 62% of the difference 

in wages cannot be explained by the difference in productivity. Additionally, the results 

state that the employment rates of black workers have decreased from 89% to 82%  of 

the employment rates of white workers. This decrease is explained by the wage 

disadvantage for black workers (Baldwin and Johnson, 1996). 

 

Baldwin and Johnson (1992) also studied the effects of wage discrimination against 

minority groups with a labour supply curve not being perfectly inelastic.  The study 

shows that wage discrimination encourages minority workers to leave the labour force, 

causing firms to lose profits and the country to lose a net amount of jobs. The results of 

this study support the theory of Becker, stating that discriminating firms use labour 

force inefficiently (Baldwin and Johnson, 1992). 

 

Grand and Szulkin (2002) tried to explain the wage gap between immigrants and natives 

on the Swedish labour market. The study uses theory from the difference in human 

capital between the two groups, as well as various forms of exclusions for immigrants 

from fair labour market rewards. The results in the study show that there is a difference 

in labour market integration between immigrants from Western Europe and immigrants 

from Asian, African or Latin american countries. According to the study, the quality 

difference in human capital for the latter group of countries partly explains the wage gap 

between immigrants and natives. This means that the labour quality hypothesis accounts 

for a part of the observed difference. The remaining parts can be interpreted as labour 

market discrimination being the reason there is a wage gap (Grand and Szulkin, 2002) 

 

Lastly, Rydgren (2006) studied the relevance of ethnic discrimination on the Swedish 

labour market. According to the author, immigrants from non-european countries suffer 

from lower wages and higher unemployment rates compared to natives. Even though 

the wage gap is partly explained by the difference in human capital of “country-
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specific” human capital, a large part is not supported by these factors. Rydgren (2006) 

states that statistical discrimination, institutional discrimination and network effects do 

explain the remaining gap of wages between native and non-native workers. The author 

also claims that the previously named factors do not involve much reflection, causing 

actors in gatekeeping positions to discriminate without them being aware of doing so 

(Rydgren, 2006) 

 

According to previous studies, ethnic minorities face several disadvantages once 

entering the labour market. Wage gaps and lower probability of being hired are amongst 

these disadvantages. Many authors use the terms statistical discrimination and taste 

discrimination to explain the positions of ethnic minorities on labour markets. These 

terms are connected to the attitude of firms and employers towards ethnic minorities by 

i.e experiencing a certain disutility for hiring them or having negative feelings about 

them.  

 

4.Theoretical framework 

According to previously written studies, statistical discriminations seems to be one 

explanation for the differences in earnings. The attitude of natives towards these 

minority groups is a possible influence on the discrimination on the Swedish labour 

market. A negative attitude towards ethnic minorities can lead to firms deciding to use 

more of the discrimination models being described below when setting wages or hiring 

workers. 

 

The equation below is developed by Lundberg and Startz and acts upon the behaviour 

of firms when setting wages for individuals. The equation shows how employers and 

firms act when setting wages according to the results of the test. In the model above, W 

equals the wage, T stands for the individual's test score, α is the parameter which either 

shows values of 0 or 1 according to how firms decide to set wages and T-stripe is the 

average test score of the group (Lundberg and Startz, 1983).  

 

The value of α depends on the behaviour of firms and employers, where 0 means the 

employer only looks at the average wage and thus ignores the individual’s test score. If 

α turns out to be equal to 1, employers ignore the average value and thus the wage is set 

according to the test score of the individual (Lundberg and Startz, 1983).  
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This means that α equals the correlation between the test score and true productivity. A 

higher value of the predictive power of the test scores lead to a higher value of the 

parameter (Lundberg and Startz, 1983). 

 

The wage setting by firms can be connected to the attitude of them towards minority 

groups. Firms with negative attitudes towards minority groups may ignore the 

possibility of giving minority groups the same wage as natives by ignoring individual 

scores and automatically using average values, even if there is enough information to 

not do so.  

 

By dividing the equation into two parts, the effects of the test scores is explained in the 

graphs. If we suppose that the average value of whites is higher than that of a minority 

group, but the correlation is equal for both, the line for whites lies above the line for 

minorities and therefore creating a difference in the intercept as seen in graph 6. Since 

the correlation is assumed to be equal for whites and minority groups, the return of the 

test score is equal for both which means the slope of the line is the same for both 

groups.  

 

Suppose a white and ethnic minority worker get the same test score, the ethnic minority 

worker suffers from a lower wage due to the average score of his group being lower 

than the average score for whites (Altonji & Pierret, 2001). 

 

graph 6, average value per group,Borjas,2015  graph 7, different parameters between groups, 

Borjas,2015 
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Borjas wrote about about the possibility of tests being culturally biased in Labour 

Economics by Borjas, 2015, Cultural biased means the parameter α is not always equal 

for whites and ethnic minority groups because they have been raised in different 

environments. This leads to the test possibly being a bad predictor or minorities and 

thus having a different value for α for both groups. A smaller parameter for a specific 

minority group means firms treat individuals of that specific group more equally, 

meaning all individuals from that group face similar wages. This leads to the line for 

minorities being flatter and the wage being set more according to the average scores 

rather than individual’s scores. This effect is illustrated in graph 7, where the wage for 

whites is influenced more by individual qualifications and therefore having a steeper 

line (Altonji & Pierret, 2001). 

 

When natives have a negative attitude towards ethnic minorities, there is a possibility 

that they ignore the issue with culturally biased tests because they already feel 

negatively about the minority groups. By ignoring this, the firms may set wages 

according to the parameter even though this parameter is not equal for whites and ethnic 

minorities. This leads to wages being set incorrectly and therefore creating a wage gap 

between the two groups. 

 

The attitude towards minority groups can also be based on preferences and therfore 

taste-discrimination should not be excluded as a possibility for the explanation of wage 

gaps. A disliking taste towards a minority group will lead to employers acting as if the 

wage for this specific group is influenced by d, which in this case is called as the 

discrimination coefficient. In reality, the wage rate for white workers is Ww and the 

wage rate for black workers is Wb, but since certain firms have a negative attitude 

towards minorities, they act as if the wage rate for a minority group is Wb(1+d) dollars. 

The discrimination coefficient is a positive number, which means the wage rate for 

black workers will increase when firms feel they get disutility from hiring workers from 

this group (Carrington & Troske, 1998). 

 

To connect this to the attitude of natives, firms with a negative attitude may act more 

upon using the d coefficient to set wages for ethnic minorities and thus acting as if 

minority groups are more costly. This decreases the likeliness of firms hiring ethnic 
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minorities and therefore explaining the less beneficial position of immigrants on the 

Swedish labour market compared to natives. 

 

Additionally to the two discriminating theories being presented, the survey used to catch 

data in this study measures the attitude of swedish people towards ethnic minority 

groups. The outcome of the survey can then be related to the wage gaps by studying 

how negative attitudes lead to wage disadvantages. The possible lower wages for ethnic 

minorities can then be connected to the theories above by observing if lack of 

information on individuals for a specific preference are explaining factors for the wage 

differences (SOM-institutet, 2012). 

 

Due to not having full insight on the specific content of the survey questions, several 

links towards the two theories above can be suggested but it needs to be taken into 

account that these suggestions are not proven to be true as of yet. Firstly, one of the 

survey questions focused on the decrease of immigration in Sweden. A positive answer 

on this question from a native means this certain individual is posively consented 

towards a decrease of immigration.These outcomes could be linked to both Taste- and 

statistical discrimination. 

 

The individuals that have voted yes could base their decision on having negative 

preferences towards the minority groups entering Sweden and therefore agreeing on 

decreasing migration. This could mean that taste discrimination is relevant for certain 

situations. These possible negative preferences towards minorities could also imply the 

existence of racism in Sweden.  

 

Furthermore, a positive vote on decreasing migration could possibly be explained by 

statistical discrimination, where natives have an uncertainty about the education and 

qualifications of immigrants and therefore wanting to decrease the level of migration 

due to them thinking that imigrants are neither ready or qualified for the Swedish 

migration system. 

 

Lastly, voting yes on decreasing migration could also be linked to natives protecting 

themselves on the labour market. Native workers may feel insecure about sharing the 

labour market with immigrants due to the potential fall of wages or the decrease in 
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employment for natives. This possibility has no connection to either taste- or statistical 

discrimination and therefore it has to be said that the survey questions in the SOM-

investigation have many potential links, where some are possibly connected to the 

attitudes of natives and some are not. Therefore there is a possibility that the outcome 

can be connected to theories such as taste discrimination or statistical discrimination, 

but there is also a possibility of the survey questions having no connection at all with 

the theories explained above. 

 

 5.Data 

This study uses two data sets to measure a potential relationship between the attitude of 

natives towards minority groups and the earning differences between those groups on 

the Swedish labour market.  The data sets have longitudinal data, meaning the data 

being used is measured at multiple points at time.  

 

The first data set contains information about the income of natives and non-native 

workers in Sweden. The data in this file represent the income values of individuals in 

Sweden across different regions. Furthermore, the data set for income contains data 

from year 2000 to 2008. This data set includes variables about equality, gender and 

being a native or foreign worker. The dummy variable contains data about the worker 

having a Swedish background or a foreign background. Here, the value of 1 implies that 

the worker has a non-native background or at least has one parent with a foreign 

background and 0 if the worker has a Swedish background. Besides the dummy-

variable, the data set also contains variables for the income for both groups, year and 

municipality code. Lastly, the file has a variable for the number of contenders. 

 

The second data set contains data on different attitudes regarding migration. This data 

has been collected through surveys, where natives had the opportunity to answer 

questions regarding the different opinions on immigrants in Sweden. The answers to 

these questions have been obtained through the so called SOM-Survey and is, just like 

the data set on income, based on regions in Sweden. The questions had positive and 

negative answers, such as “Very good idea, relatively good idea, no specific opinion, 

relatively bad idea and very bad idea”. These answers form the opinion of individuals 

on migration depending on the question being asked. A question regarding Sweden 

wanting to decrease migration measures the attitude of natives. A positive vote would 
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imply that natives can have a negative attitude towards ethnic minorities and therefore 

agree on lessening immigration. 

 

The data set for attitudes contains variables of either having a positive attitude towards 

refugees or negative attitude towards refugees. The data set for attitudes also contains 

variables for attitude, gender and equality. The variable for gender is a dummy variable 

where the value of 1 equals being female and 0 equals male. The method for measuring 

attitudes goes as follows;. a positive vote equals values of 4 and 5, where as a negative 

vote has values of 1 and 2. The attitude is then measured based upon the different 

questions being asked by observing the perception of natives towards minority groups. 

 

Both data sets contain regional data, meaning every municipality in Sweden is included 

and therefore it is possible to see the potential differences on attitude and wage gaps 

across regions in Sweden. 

 

Firstly, the data set for income has been modified to distinguish between male and 

female. The reasoning for doing so is due to male workers having a higher degree of 

employment compared to female (Eurostat, 2016). Another reason for distinguishing the 

two genders is because there are signs that the attitude towards foreign male workers is 

more negative than for female workers(Arai et al., 2011). After separating the two 

genders, the data set has been furtherly modified by creating a earning gap variable 

between the income of native workers and foreign workers for both genders to analyse 

the difference. 

  

Secondly, the data set for attitude has been modified by deleting the variables for gender 

equality since these variables do not contribute to the outcome of this study. Both data 

sets have been transformed so every row represents one year and one municipality in 

order to have a good analysis later on. This has been done by using the command 

collapse in STATA.  

 

There is a possibility that the effects from small municipalities disappear or becoming 

less noticeable due to the low amount of observations for these municilipaliets. Regions 

like Stockholm and Malmö also weigh heavier and therefore outperform the effects of 

small regions. This leads to the outcome of the regressions not being representable for 
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reality if the difference in size for municipalities is not taken care of. The possibility of 

measurement errors could also explain the relatively odd results shown later on in this 

study. Since it is only a possibility and not yet proven to be an actual thing, it should be 

treated as such when analysing the results. 

 

6.Methodological approach 

The methodological approach for this study is based on the regressions being estimated 

with STATA. With the use of STATA, the two data sets are successfully being merged 

together in order to run regressions. 

 

The assumptions to be fulfilled in order for a two-variable regression model to be able 

to test for causality are as following; the parameters for the regression model are linear, 

the errors in the regression model should have a conditional mean of zero, the values for 

X are fixed in repeated sampling, there is a need of having homoscedasticity, the 

number of observations must be larger than the number of parameters in the model, 

there has to be variability in the X values and there can not be any autocorrelation 

between the disturbances. Lastly, we need a zero covariance between the error and the 

parameter (Gujarati and Hill, 1998). 

 

If the model fulfils these assumptions, we can state that OLS is unbiased and consistent 

and therefore assumed to be ready to use. We use the log of both income for native and 

foreign workers since the earning gap is not normally distributed.  

 

Every municipality is included multiple times in the data sets and therefore there is a 

need to use fixed effects in order to get rid of omitted variable bias. Fixed effects is 

necessary due to omitted variable bias causing a biased results since the model 

compensates for leaving out important factors. By using fixed effects models, it is 

necessary to have repeated observations for each group since these models rely on 

within-group action Gujarati and Hill, 1998). Fixed effects models allow us to analyse 

change within a group over time and therefore see if the impact of negative or positive 

attitude on the earning gap has changed over the course of 8 years. Furthermore, fixed 

effect models allow us to have smaller standard errors and there making the model more 

powerful and also controls for unobserved heterogeneity when heterogeneity is constant 
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and correlated over time with the independent variables. This is the case in our study, 

since both independent variables are strongly correlated. 

 

With the data presented for this study, we are able to run fixed effects models since our 

data sets fulfil these requirements. The standard errors have also been adjusted with the 

use of cluster since a fixed effect models does not take that into account unless using 

further assumptions.  

 

Additionally, clustering has been used in the regressions since certain municipalities are 

included more than once in the data that is being used. Without clustering, the standard 

errors of the regressions would be too small and this would lead to P-values being too 

low and confidence intervals being too narrow and therefore giving incorrect results.  

 

Once both files were correctly modified, the two data sets have been merged together to 

see the outcome and effect of attitudes on wage gaps in Sweden. Now that the data sets 

have been merged, it is possible to run a simple regression in STATA with the earning 

gap being the dependent variable and attitude being the explanatory variable. This has 

been done twice to separate the positive and negative attitude since they are strongly 

correlated. 

 

The regression being run in STATA is however just a simple OLS-Regression, meaning 

the model could over- or underestimating the effect due to missing variables. Since the 

data sets contain information on several years of investigation, this study also used 

panel data to show the effects of measures over time.  

 

Since we only have the positive or negative attitude as explanatory variables, many 

other factors are left out. Fixed effect models are therefore being used to control for 

omitted variable bias. Lastly, the regressions contains commands about the weight of 

certain municipalities. Since Stockholm weighs heavier than i.e. Växjo, we need to take 

care of that effect whenever we run the regressions for this study. 

 

7.Results 

Firstly, the distribution of the amount of respondents per municipality will be presented 

After that, the results of  different attitudes and the earning differences will be presented 
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with graphs in order to be able to analyse the effect of attitudes on the earning 

differences in Sweden.  
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(graph 8; number of respondents per municipality code) 

 

In graph 8, the reason for using weights is explained as some municilipalities have 

higher number of respondents than others. The higher number of respondents represent 

the bigger municipalities such as Göteborg, Malmö and Stockholm, whereas the smaller 

municipalities such as Växjö obtained lower amount of respondents. 

 

 7.1 The distribution of the variables 

The earnings gap between natives and immigrants in Sweden has a normal distribution 

with values between -0,2 and 0,4. According to graph 7, this variable measures the 

possible earning gap and also shows which group (natives or immigrants) represents the 

higher earnings. The values in graph 9 would imply that a postitive value for the earning 

gap confirms the existence of earning differences with natives having the higher 

earnings of the two groups. A negative value would imply that the earning gap is 

favourable for immigrants. In graph 9, it is shown that the area is mainly focused 

between 0 and 0,2. Since these values are posititve, the existence of a earning gap in 

Sweden is confirmed from 2002 till 2008. This means that natives have 2% higher 

earnings compared to immigrants on an average level. As seen in gaph 7, the difference 
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in earnings is in most cases positive, meaning natives are receiving the higher earnings 

in the majority of situations. 

 

(Graph 9, distribution of the wage gap between natives and immigrants) 

 

Even though the values are fairly small, it could be big enough to have an impact on the 

situation of minority groups on the labour market. As shown earlier, the earning gap can 

be a result of many factors such as discrimination, lack of human capital or a less access 

to social networks. 

 

By comparing graph 10 and 11, we are able to confirm the outcome of other studies 

about earning gaps on the Swedish labour market. Graph 10 and 11 present the mean 

income of both natives and ethnic earnings from 2001 till 2008. According to graph 10 

and 11, the mean income values for natives are higher than the mean income values for 

immigrants and therefore showing an earning difference between natives and ethnic 

minorities between 2001 and 2008   

 

(Graph 12, negative attitude)                                                  (Graph 13,, positive attitude)  
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Negative attitude has a normal distribution with the main values lying between 0.2 and 

0.6. To understand these values, a higher value means a stronger negative attitude 

towards ethnic minorities. The values for a positive attitude have the same meaning, 

where a higher value would imply a more positive attitude towards ethnic minorities.  

 

By comparing graph 12 and 13, the results show that natives tend to have a more 

negative attitude towards ethnic minorities, since the mean values for negative attitudes 

are higher compared to positive attitudes and therefore confirming that natives in 

Sweden prefer not to socialize with immigrants on an overall basis. 

 

7.2 The effect of positive attitudes 

The results of positive attitude on the earning gap shows a P value of 0.07, meaning the 

parameter is significant at a 10% confidence interval. Both positive and negative 

attitude have the same amount of observations since they come from the same survey.  

 

The parameter of a positive attitude has a coefficient of 0,093. This means the earning 

gap between natives and immigrants will be increased by 0,093 whenever a positive 

attitude towards minority groups is presented in society. The low R-squared value is 

explained by the model only having one explanatory variable, making this model less 

reliable. 

 

Since the income-data file contains data over a length of 8 years, there is a possibility to 

see the changes over time by using panel data with fixed effects. Sweden has a total of 

290 municipalities and the results for each year are shown below in table 3.   

Variable Coef. Robust 

Std. Error 

T-value P>|T| 

 

R-

squared 

Number 

of obs 

Pos_refugees 0.0933827 0.0526842 1.77 0,077 0,0233 2537 

_cons 0.1336264 0.0089292 14.97 0,00   

(Table 2: reg income_gap pos_refugees [Weight=N] cluster(muncode 

 

Here, the results show that coefficient has decreased to 0.046, meaning a positive 

attitude towards minority groups still increases the earning gap but at a lower rate. 

Additionally, the parameter is significant at a 10% confidence interval..  
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Variable Coef. Std. Error T P>|T| R-Squared 

Pos_refugees 0,0046 0,0027747 1.66 0,097 0,0286 

Year      

2001 -0,00914 0.0023063 -3,97 0,000  

2002 -0.00496 0.002302 -2,16 0,031  

2003 -0.00884 0.0023052 -3,84 0,000  

2004 -0.01352 0.0023017 -5,88 0,000  

2005 -0.01304 0.0023025 -5,67 0,000  

2006 -0.02093 0.0022959 -9,12 0,000  

2007 -0.03167 0.0023034 -13,,75 0,000  

2008 -0.03935 0.0023027 -17,09 0,000  

(Table 3:: xtset muncode, xtreg income_gap pos_refugees i.year i.muncode,fe) 

 

7.3 The effect of negative attitudes 

The results for a negative attitude are shown below by using the same commands but 

with another explanatory variable. Since the same data files are being used, we see the 

same amount of observations and the same number of municipalities.  

 

Variable Coef Robust 

Std error 

T-value P>|T| R-

squared 

Number 

of obs 

Neg_refugees -0,03538 0,0346 -1,02 0,308 0,0048 2537 

_cons 0,1752 0,027974 6,27 0,000   

(Table 4: reg income_gap neg_refugees [weight=N], cluster(muncode) 

 

The model for negative attitudes has a lower R-squared value compared to the model for 

positive attitudes. This implies that, even though both models contain only one 

explanatory variable, the reliability of negative attitudes having an effect on the earning 

gap is lower. According to table 3, the parameter has a coefficient of -0.035. This means 

that the earning gap would decrease with 0.035 whenever anegative attitude is presented 

in a society. The parameter for negative attitudes is however not significant on either a 

1,5 or 10% confidence interval level for both regressions. 

 

In table 4, the panel data for every year is presented. We see that the coefficient for 

negative attitudes has increased from -0.35 to -.0.0026, meaning the negative attitude in 

a society would still still affect the earning gap negatively but at a more positive rate. 
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The coefficient is however still insignifant and therefore unable to use as a direct effect 

on the earning gap. 

  

Variable Coef Std Error T P>|T| R-Squared 

Neg_refugees -0,002634 0,00234 -0,11 0,911 0,0276 

Year      

2001 -0,00916 0,00230 -3,97 0,000  

2002 -0,00508 0,00230 -2,20 0,028  

2003 -0,00898 0,00231 -3,88 0,000  

2004 -0,01370 0,00231 -5,91 0,000  

2005 -0,01319 0,00230 -5,72 0,000  

2006 -0,02093 0,00230 -9,10 0,000  

2007 -0,03173 0,00231 -13,73 0,000  

2008 -0,03934 0,00230 -17,06 0,000  

(Table 5: xtset muncode, xtreg income_gap neg_refugees  i.year i.muncode,fe) 

 

As presented in the literature review, the wage gaps on labour markets are influenced by 

many factors. This explains the low R-squared value for the tests since these models 

only include one right hand side variable to explain the wage gaps. A summary of the 

two independent variables and the dependent variable is presented below in table 8. 

 

8.Discussion 

The wage gap in previously written studies on labour markets in both Sweden and other 

countries is confirmed by the outcome of this study. The Swedish labour market shows 

signs of differences in earnings between native workers and non-native workers, where 

natives have the higher earnings as can be seen in graph 8 and 9. The lower earnings for 

non-native workers can possibly be explained by statistical- and taste discrimination.  

There is a possibility that firms with a negative attitude towards ethnic minorities act 

discriminative towards these workers by setting the wages of immigrants according to 

average values of the group of represents, rather than looking at the abilities of every 

single individual. This leads to lower skilled represents bringing down the average 

value, which puts the higher skilled workers in a less beneficial situation.  

 

Also, firms and employers may have a disliking feeling towards these minority groups 

and thus not willing to offer them the same wages as natives. The existence of taste 
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discrimination is a possibility, since graphs 12 and 13 show the distribution of both 

positive and negative attitudes. The mean value of negative attitude is higher than that 

for positive attitude, meaning people in Sweden tend to have a more negative attitude 

towards minority groups.  

 

By looking at the regressions, both attitudes show different outcomes and therefore need 

different interpretations in order to understand the effects on the development of the 

earning gap in Sweden.  The effect of both attitudes seem to go in the opposite direction 

as of what first was expected. A negative attitude towards minority groups shows a 

negative coefficient, which would imply a decrease in the earning gap. The variable is 

however insignificant and can therefore not be used as an direct effect on the earning 

gap between natives and ethnic minorities. The reason for this is most likely due to the 

earning gap being influenced by many other factors, which would follow the outcome 

of older studies. These factors have been named in previously written studies and 

therefore only having a one independent variable explains the low impact of the 

coefficient and possibly also the insignificance of negative attitudes.  

 

The coefficient for positive attitudes is significant at a 10% confidence interval. The 

results show that the earning gap is increasing whenever natives tend to have a positive 

attitude towards ethnic minorities. This result is however questionable since it seems 

odd that a positive attitude towards ethnic minorities would increase an already existing 

earning gap between natives and ethnic minorities. Further research is most likely 

needed to explain this effect. 

 

By looking at the panel data for negative attitude, it shows that the 9/11 attacks in 2001 

had minor impact on the differences in earnings. This follows the results of Rooth and 

Åslund from 2005, showing the attacks on 9/11 did not change the attitude of natives 

towards minorities (Rooth & Åslund, 2005) .  

 

This study focuses mainly on the effect of negative attitude and from the results, it is 

shown that negative attitude is insignificant and therefore can not be used for a direct 

effect on the earning gap between natives and ethnic minority groups in Sweden. The 

higher negative attitude towards these minorities can however confirm the existence of 

discrimination or racism and also follows the results and predictions of many previously 
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written studies. Since the coefficient for negative attitudes is insignificant, it answers 

the research question by stating that a negative attitude should not be used as an drect 

explanation for the earning gap between natives and ethnic minorities. A higher 

negative attitude could however have an indirect effect to the earning differences by 

motivating native firms and employers to use the different discrimination theories being 

explained earlier on when setting wages. This is however a suggestion and not 

investigated in this study. 

 

Further research is mandatory to see why a negative attitude would decrease the earning 

gap and also why a positive attitude would increase the earning gap. Several 

assumptions about why there is no connection between a negative attitude and the 

earning gap can be made. As presented earlier, the earning gap is a very broad concept 

and therefore affected by many factors. Additionally, attitudes are often personal 

opinions and can therefore be harder to estimate compared to other objective factors. 

  

9.Summary and conclusion 

This study investigated the effects of attitudes towards minority groups on the earning 

differences between natives and ethnic minorities on the Swedish labour market. 

Previously written studies show signs of discrimination and the existence of wage gap 

in Sweden and the same is confirmed by this study. Earlier studies confirm that the 

existence of wage gaps on labour markets are influenced and created by many factors 

and therefore it is difficult to find the cause. 

 

The higher negative attitude towards ethnic minorities could imply the existence of 

taste- and statistical discrimination. The reason for natives having a higher negative 

attitude towards these minorities is however unclear and should be looked at in further 

research. Even though the outcome of the SOM-survey shows a higher negative 

attitude, there is no guarantee that taste- and statistical discrimination is connected to 

these results. As explained in the theoretical framework, the content of the SOM-survey 

is uncertain and the outcome can be related to other causes. 

 

According to other studies, there is a possibility of taste- and statistical discrimination 

explaining the earning differences between natives and ethnic minorities. Since our 

attitude results show that natives tend to have a more negative attitude towards ethnic 
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minorties, that possibility still stands. Further research is however necessary in order to 

distinguish between these two theories and other possibilities. 

 

To answer the research question of this study, we can not conclude that a negative 

attitude directly affects the earning gap between natives and ethnic minorities. A 

positive attitude affects the earning gap negatively, meaning whenever natives have a 

positive attitude towards ethnic minorities, the earning gap seems to increase. The effect 

is however very small and seems hard to believe and therefore further research is 

necessary in order to fully understand the outcome of this study. 
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11. Appendix 
Graph 1 

 
(Amount of asylum applicants in the EU, Eurostat 2017) 

 

 

Graph 2 
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Graph 3 
 

 
 

 

Graph 10 

 
( Income distribution of natives in Sweden) 
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Graph 11 

 
(Income distribution of immigrants in Sweden) 

 

 

Table 1 
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(Eurostat 2017, amount of asylum applicants per country) 

 
Table 6 

 
(descriptive statistics of positive attitude and standard errors) 

 

 

Table 7 

 
(descriptive statistics of negative attitude and standard errors) 

 

 

Table 

8

 
(Summary of the variables for this study) 

 

 


